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Official Ferrari Calendar 2003. "Limited Edition".

The latest Ferrari, "Enzo Ferrari", is the star of the
official Ferrari Calendar 2003 "Limited Edition". The Berlinetta, bearing the name of the charismatic
company founder, and with a scarce 349 specimens, is being assigned only to select collectors. So
"Limited Edition" is also an apt title for the calendar, of which only a few copies will reach the open
market. Ferrari classics, like the 288 GTO, F40 and F50 as the Limited Edition GTs of more recent
Ferrari history, form the framework. For years now, the numbered and limited calendar edition has
enjoyed an almost cult status amongst collectors. A new, specially developed photographic technique
presents the four red super sports cars in action shots as they have never been seen before. A
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breathtaking calendar for the third Schumacher/Ferrari world championship! Price: £ 49.90 (UK
despatch included) Format: appr. 70 x 50 cm Limited: 7000 copies.

Collection by Raupp 2003. Limited Edition.
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The sixth edition of "Collection by Raupp" also presents
a selection of racing cars that we would all love to see in our "virtual garage". The kick here is that
collection presents the heroes of the powder smoke from racing battles of the past, in an entirely
perfect state of restoration and using the professional photography techniques of today. A selection
of the finest, ranging from the Bugatti 51, which helped Louis Chiron win the Monaco Grand Prix in
1931, right through to the myths of the long-distance races of the 50s and 70s: Mercedes 300 SL,
Porsche 550 Spider, Lotus 27, Porsche 908, the Le Mans winner Ford GT 40 and Porsche 917 as well
as other classics, offer an all-year-round exquisite experience of the great legends of racing.
Numbered and limited edition. A must for all classic racing enthusiasts! Price: £ 39.90 (UK despatch
included) Format: appr. 70 x 50 cm Limited: 3000 copies.
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Official Ferrari Calendar 2003 "Formula 1".

As a reward for really hard work, the 2002 Formula 1
season was a unique festival in red: Michael Schumacher became the Driver World Champion for the
third successive time and Scuderia Ferrari was World Champion Constructor for the fourth time in
succession! The official Ferrari Formula 1 Calendar 2003 lets us relive the WC 2002 season. Exciting,
large-format images convey an unfiltered closeness to the 5-times Formula 1 World Champion,
Michael Schumacher, and to the red racers. The images have been chosen from the best motor sport
photographers in the world. The official Ferrari Formula 1 Calendar – the reasonably priced calendar
for all Schumi and Ferrari fans! Price: £ 19.95 (UK despatch included) Format: appr. 60 x 42 cm.
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Online order at Studio Raupp.
Purchase address:
Keith Bluemel, 36 Tannsfeld Road, Sydenham. London, SE26 5DF.
Phone and Fax: 020-8244 6303.
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